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Abstract 

The research is conducted to examine the occurrence of adjectives in 

English and Arabic newspaper corpora. The purpose is to find out the 

most frequent lexical phrases and their phraseological patterns. In 

addition, the study is an attempt to explain the cognitive phenomenon 

behind how linguistic units are constructed, produced and developed into 

other forms. The theoretical framework is the usage-based cognitive 

approach that focuses on the integration of lexical items and the role of 

frequency and usage in entrenching and generalizing new schematic 

constructions. Corpus linguistics, as a method, analyzes naturally 

occurring language obtained from corpora by means of specialized 

software. Both corpora, the Arabic Ar Ten Ten and the En Ten Ten, are 

processed by Sketch Engine. The Ar Ten Ten corpus, a collection of 

Arabic texts from the web, is contrasted with the En Ten Ten Corpus that 

contains materials from leading English newspaper agencies. The results 

show that all the constructions of the adjective category are operated by 

the same single category prototype in both languages. All adjective 

patterns are either instances or extensions of the central prototype. 

Keywords: constructions, corpus analysis, phraseology, chunks, adjective 

patterns. 

النصية لأنماط الصفة في الصحف الإنجليزية والعربية من منظور   ات تحليل قائم على المجموع

 إدراكي 

تجُرى هذه الدراسة لفحص وقوع الصفات في نصوص الصحف الإنجليزية والعربية. الهدف هو 

التعرف على أنماط العبارات اللغوية الأكثر تكرارًا. بالإضافة إلى ذلك، تسعى الدراسة إلى شرح 

أخرى.  عبارات  الى  وتطورها  اللغوية  الوحدات  بناء  كيفية  وراء  والمعرفية  الإدراكية  الظواهر 

الإطار النظري المستخدم هو النهج المعرفي القائم على الاستخدام اللغوي، الذي يركز على دمج 

والمخططات  الإطارية  البنى  وتعميم  تأسيس  في  والاستخدام  التكرار  ودور  اللغوية  المفردات 

الحصول   يتم  والتي  طبيعياً  تحدث  التي  اللغة  تحليل  كطريقة  النصي  اللغة  علم  يستخدم  العقلية. 

تحليل   على  الدراسة  تقوم  متخصصة.  برمجيات  بواسطة  النصية  المجموعات  من  عليها 

 ( نصيتين  و) Ar TenTenمجموعتين   )En TenTen  ان حيث  بينهما  المقارنة  بهدف   )

من   تجميعها  تم  والتي  المعروفة  والجرائد  الصحف  من  نصوص  على  تحتوي  المجموعتين 

( البحث  محرك  ويقوم  ان Sketch Engineالانترنت  النتائج  تشير  النصوص.  هذه  بمعالجة   )

ن أالأنماط النحوية الخاصة بالصفات يتم التحكم بها عن طريق نمط نموذجي عقلي واحد حيث  

 باقي الأنماط تكون اما نسخ من النمط الأساسي او امتداد منه.  

النصية، علم العبارات، حليل المجموعات  الإطارية، العبارات اللغوية، ت البنى  :  الكلمات المفتاحية

   أنماط الصفات.
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1. Introduction  

     The objective of this research is to investigate the occurrences of 

adjectives in English and Arabic newspaper corpora. It seeks to analyze 

the phraseological patterns of adjectives in context. However, the study 

makes a connection between phraseology, corpus linguistics, and 

cognitive linguistics. 

 

     Phraseology is a general term that refers to "the tendency of words, 

and a group of words to occur more frequently in some environments 

than the others" (Hunston,2011, p. 5). The definition suggests that more 

language forms occur in fixed phrases or semi-fixed phrases than might 

otherwise be expected and that phrases are more varied than was thought.  

  

    Phraseology is meant to prove the assumption that language is a stretch 

of patterned structures and chunks. It is estimated that more than half of 

the written and spoken texts consist of pre-fabricated combinations 

functioning as single units (Sinclair, 1991, p.114). The combinations of 

multi-word units are termed by some phraseologists as idiomaticity 

(relative to Sinclair's idiom principle). As a result, idiomaticity is an 

undeniable fact in language that sparks interest and gains more popularity 

within contemporary linguistic research. 

 

     Cognitive linguistics (CL) is the framework that gives insight into the 

world of the brain; it grants researchers access to the internal structure 

and organization of thought and processing information. Being a product 

of the human mind, language is the only means that mirrors conceptual 

structure and allows the study of the different mental functions.   

 

     The concept of phraseology is summarized in Langacker's definition 

of construction as the "integration of two or more component structures to 

form a composite expression" (1987, p. 409). The definition suggests that 

the joining of two or more components results in a novel, unified 

structure with unique semantic and structural composition. Therefore, 

construction amounts to the notion of phraseology in CL. 
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2. Objective of the study:  

1) To explore the phraseological patterns of frequent adjectives in 

both languages. 

2) To explore the cognitive phenomena and mental representations 

involved in the organization and construction of the recurrent 

constructions.  

3) To examine the impact of frequency and language interaction on 

the development of human languages.  

 

3. Rationale of the study: 

     Most of the previous studies on phraseology focus on the traditional 

direction of analyzing some fixed idiomatic expressions, which is a 

narrow view of phraseology as a major linguistic discipline. Some other 

studies tend to extract the syntactic patterns of a lexical item with the 

purpose of finding the common semantic features of these patterns. 

However, the research attempts to relate the contextual findings of 

phraseology to the primary cognitive functions identified within the 

cognitive framework. 

      

4.  Research questions: 

1) What are the frequent phraseological patterns of adjectives in 

Arabic and English newspaper corpora? 

2) What are the cognitive phenomena and mental representations 

involved in the organization and construction of these recurrent 

phrases? 

3) How are adjective constructions in both languages processed and 

produced in the brain? 

 

5. Data sources: 

     The two corpora chosen for this study are the English Web 2020 

(en TenTen) and the Arabic Web 2018 (ar Ten Ten 18). They belong 

to the larger TenTen corpus family that adopts the same method in 

collecting data from the web. The Arabic data was collected in 2018. 

After limiting its domain to the news domain, the Arabic corpus has 

663,810,644 words which accounts for 12.426 percent of the whole 

TenTen Arabic corpus.  

 

     On the other hand, the English TenTen corpus has 2,420,719,017 

words in the domain of news as the domain of news is the target of the 

study. The data of this corpus is collected in 2021 from a great number 

of online newspapers. This number of words account for around 4 
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percent of the overall English Web TenTen corpus. Both corpora are 

processed by Sketch Engine, an online software that operates a large 

number of corpora. The two corpora are available on this website: 

https://app.sketchengine.eu/#dashboard?corpname=preloaded%2Fente

nten21_tt31 

6.  Review of literature: 

    Ang and Tan (2019) conducted a corpus-driven study on 

phraseological variations in academic writing. The goal of the study is 

to list three and four-word lexical bundles in order to extract the 

lexical frames out from the lexical bundles. The targeted corpus is a 

one-million word corpus of research articles in International Business 

Management with the bundle-to-frames approach. The characteristics 

of lexical frames were categorized in four aspects: the variability 

degree, the predictability of lexical frames, to decide whether the 

lexical frame has fixed slot fillers, the structure, and open slot fillers of 

the lexical frames. The results show that three –word sequences are 

more frequent in the corpus as its degree of variability has more fixed 

lexical frames. However, the four-word frames contain more 

predictable lexical frames than the three-word category. In addition, 

the majority of lexical frames are function word frames and the lexical 

frames tend to be occupied by content words rather than function 

words. 

     Hunston and Francis (2000) conducted an empirical study on large 

corpora. The purpose is to study the patterns and behavior of lexical 

items obtained from the natural language of the corpus. They find that 

most lexical items have their own specific phraseology and patterns. 

As a result, they make a list of patterns for some lexical items ranging 

from general patterns to specific ones. In sum, all words have 

particular patterns or words associated with them. 

     A further major contribution to the field of phraseology was made 

by John Sinclair (1991). In his work, he uses the corpus-driven 

methodology to present empirical evidence for the relationship 

between structure and meaning. He proposes the Idiom Principle 

which is based on the observation that "meanings are made in chunks 

of language that are more-or-less predictable sequences of 

morphemes" (Hunston, 2011, p. 21). He explains, "the principle of 

idiom is that a language user has available to him or her a large 

number of semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single choices, 

even though they might appear to be analyzable into segments 

(Sinclair 1991, p. 110). 
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     Sinclair's empirical findings have been of key importance to the 

study of linguistics. He extends the framework of phraseology from 

the traditional notion of confining the field to fixed phrases to include 

a wider range of language description. While the idiom principle has 

added a new dimension to phraseology and delineated the boundaries 

of the field, it also indicated that frozen idioms and proverbs are an 

infrequent phenomenon in language, and thus the study of the field 

cannot be limited to them.  

 

     Al-Shamrani (1994) provides an investigation of the syntactic 

occurrences of the Arabic adjective. He indicates that there is 

flexibility in the distribution of Arabic adjectives as they can occur 

either in the predicative or attributive form. When they occur in the 

predicative position, they may occur in either verbless or verbful 

clauses. In terms of function, they function as a topic to a subject 

(khabar) or circumstantial adverb (hal). However, when they appear 

in the attributive form, they are considered under the umbrella of 

concordants (tawabi) (p.7). He concludes that Arabic adjectives 

cannot be classified as an independent word class because it is limited 

to follow its noun or verb in almost all of its grammatical features. As 

a result, Arabic adjectives are most appropriately classified as a sub-

class of ‘noun’ (p. ix). 

 

     Ryding (2005) provides an account of the patterns of Arabic 

adjectives. The data sources he used are mostly from modern 

newspapers and magazines whose language is a formal standard 

Arabic language. He affirms that adjectives in Arabic are derived from 

other word classes, mostly nouns, by adding a suffix to the root word. 

Moreover, words function as adjectives in active and passive 

participles. For example, ( جريح) takes the same pattern as the English 

participle (wounded) (p. 256). He also describes the comparative 

forms where the stem (ا) is added to the adjective (كبير) to change it 

into the Arabic comparative pattern(اكبر). In this case, they agree with 

their nouns in terms of gender, case, number, and definiteness. 

Overall, the Arabic adjective is considered a follower of its nouns (p. 

254).  

 

7. Theoretical Framework: 

     The cognitive framework is basically a usage-based approach that 

depends on describing natural language with the purpose of unveiling 

the cognitive phenomena that underlie the processing of natural 
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language. After illustrating how lexical items integrate to form larger 

structures, the relevant cognitive functions involved in the evolution 

and production of the recurrent constructions are explained.  

 

7.1 Symbolic Assembly  

   Langacker (2008) illustrates how lexical items are combined to form 

an independent linguistic unit. The symbolic structure (Σ) stands for 

two pairs: semantic structure (S) and phonological structure (P). 

Symbolic structures combine with one another to form larger symbolic 

structures [Σ1] + [Σ2] = [Σ3] which constitute a symbolic assembly. In 

a more complicated structure, [Σ3] may combine with another 

symbolic structure to form a larger entity that is more elaborate [Σ3] + 

[Σ4] = [Σ5]. In other words, we can say that the two component 

structures [Σ1] and [Σ2] are integrated to form the composite structure 

[Σ3]. Therefore," the composite structure is an entity in its own right" 

(Langacker, 2008, p. 164). "In this way, expressions exhibiting any 

degree of symbolic complexity can be progressively assembled: 

words, phrases, clauses, sentences, even discourses" (p. 161). 

 

7.2 Frequency  

     A further term that is closely related to language usage is 

frequency. The more frequent a linguistic unit is, the more entrenched 

it is in the schema. "This is because cognitive linguists assume that 

linguistic units that are more frequently encountered become more 

entrenched (that is, established as a cognitive pattern or routine) in the 

language system "(Evans & Green, 2008, p.114). When a linguistic 

unit has a higher frequency than normal, it is turned to the 

psychological phenomena of automatization or habit formation. 

"Through repetition, even a highly complex event can coalesce into a 

well-rehearsed routine that is easily elicited and reliably executed", 

and thus " no longer requiring conscious attention to its parts or their 

arrangement" (Langacker, 1999, p. 93). 

 

7.3 Class Schema  

     In Lnackager’s model of cognitive grammar, word classes are 

divided into nominal predication and relational predication. The word 

predication here refers to the semantic pole as it includes both the 

profile and the base (Evans & Green, 2004, p.541). Nominal 

predications profile a THING at the schematic level that could be an 

abstract or physical entity. On the other hand, relational predication 
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profiles a relation that is either temporal or atemporal. Adjectives are 

classified under the category of atemporal relational predication 

because constructions of adjectives do not involve a process of time 

(verbs).  

7.4 Basic Cognitive Fundamentals  

7.4.1 Categorization 

     Categorization is one of the central phenomena in CG and 

psychology by which the brain interprets a new experience with 

respect to an already existing or entrenched structure. If we have an 

entrenched structure A, it can be used to categorize a further structure 

B which will be similar to A. Langacker illustrates that "categorization 

is most straightforward when A is schematic for B, so that B 

elaborates or instantiates A." (2008, p. 17). In a categorization 

relationship, the categorizing structure lies in the background while 

the target, the categorized structure, is in the foreground (2008, p. 

165). Categorization is known as normal replication in the theory of 

Selection (Evans & Green, 2008, p.125).  

7.4.2 Category prototype  

     According to Langacker, category prototype refers to entrenched 

templates which are more reinforced than less frequent forms, " The 

most entrenched and most readily activated unit will generally be the 

original structure, [A], which can then be recognized as the category 

prototype" (p. 226). In addition, being processed by the human 

categorization system, category prototypes not only provide a model 

structure but also play an important role in organizing its category 

members (Evans, p.175). 

7.4.3 Extension  

     Categorization as a basic mental activity gives rise to 

prototypicality, schematization and extension. If the resultant structure 

represents a full instantiation of the schema, it is hence an elaboration; 

it will be an extension, however, when there is some sort of conflict in 

the specifications of the expression (Langacker, 2008, 170). The 

process of extension is known as altered replication in the theory of 

Selection (Evans & Green, 2008, p.125). 

    It is argued that extensions happen as a result of three cognitive 

operations that explain the formation of extensions: adoption, 

reduction and magnification (Talmy, 2006, p.86). The adoptive 

extension involves the inclusion or addition of a structure by mapping 

it from another one while reductive extension leads to the exclusion of 

a substructure. The mental operation of magnification involves the 

process of magnifying and focusing the attention on a substructure for 
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a particular cognitive demand. Langacker also uses the term 

coextension to refer to the condition of extension when two 

characteristics of a structure are extended jointly (2008, p.343). 

7.4.4 Constructional Schema  

     The high frequency and repetition of a linguistic unit create 

schematic templates in the brain. According to Langacker, they are 

both construction and schematic; this is why he calls them 

constructional schema. "They are acquired through a process of 

schematization, being abstracted from occurring expressions as 

skeletal representations of shared organizational features" (2008, p. 

168). The acquired schema facilitates the process of creating new 

constructions with the same pattern. " Once learned, a schema serves 

as a template for dealing with novel expressions on the same pattern 

(2008, p. 168). 

7.4.5 Trajector/ Landmark Alignment 

     It can be seen that trajector (TR) and landmark (LM) are 

manifestations of the traditional subject and object. Langacker argues 

that the traditional subject and object are conceptual bases in the 

prototype of an action chain that distinguishes between the trajector 

and landmark (Evans & Green, 2004, p.541). For adjectives, the 

profiled relationship between the adjective and the noun manifests 

within a single participant. The adjective describes its trajector, its 

noun, as having certain property " Adjectives and adverbs differ from 

prepositions in having only a single focal participant (a trajector but 

no focused landmark) (Langacker, 2008, P.115). 

7.4.6 A/D-alignment 

     Component structures can be either conceptually autonomous or 

conceptually dependent. Autonomous structure is a property of 

nominal predications. They are semantically and conceptually 

independent structures as they are characterized by profiling a THING 

at the schematic level. Conceptually Dependent structure is a term 

associated with relational predications (Langacker, 2008). 

 

8. Analysis: 

     To begin with, the most frequent adjective in the English corpus is 

new with more than 16 million occurrences in the corpus 

(16,226,300). From a cognitive standpoint, the adjective new relates to 

a dynamic mental domain. It maps its trajector into a temporary 

domain of being recently created or existed. However, this state of 
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being new is a temporary state that the trajector will lose this validity 

after a duration of time. Table 1 below describes the frequent 

occurrences of the adjective in the corpus.  

Table 1 

Prototype and schema of the adjective new 

Ser  Construction Freq  Constructional Schema Schema F category prototype 

 1 new government  15,315 

[[new] {NML}]] 1,586,500  [ ADJ + NML] 

 2 new law 14,215 

3 New prime minister 2,112 [[new] {ADJ}{NML}]] 161,474 [ ADJ + ADJ+ NML] 

4 new chief executive officer 142 
[[new] 

{ADJ}{ADJ}{NML}]] 
9,473 

[ ADJ +ADJ+ ADJ+ 

NML] 

5 new and improved version 832 [[new] and{adj}{NML}]] 17,235 
[ADJ + Conj+ ADJ+ 

NML] 

6 I am new  14,149 [[NML]{be}new]]  60,436 [NML – Be – ADJ]  

Note: NML= nominals, ADJ= Adjective, Conj= conjunctions, {} = open 

slots,  

[] = fixed slots 

 

     The first two constructions in the table represent a combination of two 

lexical items: an adjective and its trajector. The adjective new precedes its 

trajector and depends on it to achieve a conceptual unit. In the first 

construction, the nominal government fills in the trajector e-site and 

supports the dependency of the relational adjective. The nominal 

Government is the profile determinant of this unit as the conceptually 

dependent adjective designates the nominal.  

 

     The constructional schema that motivates those constructions 

comprises a fixed slot occupied by new while the second variable slot is 

open to progressively attract more nominals and build various 

constructions. A more abstract structure is the category prototype that is 

abstracted from occurring items so as to summarize the common features 

of the adjective category. The following lines show the schematic 

construction [[new {ADJ}{NML}]] in lexical realization. 

Concordance lines 1  

Random lines of the schematic construction [[GR] [new [NML]] in lexical 

realization 
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      In the lines, the open schematic grounding slot is filled in by different 

grounding elements such as the, a, each, some, etc. Likewise, the open 

nominal slot is occupied by various nominals. It is noticed that most of 

the nominals occupying this slot are abstract nominals. However, the 

second specific slot is limited to the adjective new. Line 4 and 7 shows 

another pattern when the schema is preceded by a relation of a 

preposition. The schema of which is represented in (1). The last line 

shows two copies of this schema related by the stative process is as 

illustrated in (2).  

(1) [{TR NML} {P AT} [[LM {GR}[new]{NML}] 

(2) [[new]{NML}] [SP Be] [ADJ]{NML}] 

     The third most frequent construction in table 1 (new prime minister) is 

a combination of two adjectives and a nominal. At this level of 

organization, the former prototype [ADJ+NML] is preceded by another 

relation of an adjective. The constructional schema [[New+ [ADJ+ 

NML]] builds further 161,474 other constructions with the same pattern 

as shown in lines 4. The following lines illustrate the schematic 

construction as being realized in concordance lines: 

 

Concordance lines 2 

Random lines of the schema [[New+ [ADJ+ NML]] 
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     In case of lines 2 and 4 ,in new prime minister, the profile of new 

corresponds to the profile of the complex nominal prime minister so that 

the component prime minister as one unit is mapped into the conceptual 

domain of new at a higher level of organization. This is because prime 

minister is a highly frequent construction that is established as a unified 

unit. This is also the case in new joint venture as joint venture is an 

established unit entrenched by frequency. On the other hand, in new daily 

cases (line 8) and new annual tax (line 10), the profile of new tends to 

integrate with the profile of the following adjective so as to form a 

multiplex profile that corresponds to the profile of the nominal. By way 

of illustration, in new annual tax, the conception of new is limited by 

being mapped into the region of annual in the domain of time. 

(3) [[new] {ADJ} {NML}] 

 

     The next frequent form is a more complex construction in which three 

adjectives in a row participate in profiling their nominal trajector in a 

complex relation of profiling. In new chief executive officer, the relation 

of the adjective new fills in the outermost slot. As a result, the profile of 

new corresponds with all the following components in different 

correspondence and overlaps with the whole construction. The following 

line shows the schema [[new]{ADJ}{ADJ}{NML}] in lexical realization. 

Concordance lines 3 

Random lines of the schema [[new]{ADJ}{ADJ}{NML}] 

 
 

      The lines illustrate that, in most cases, the three adjectives tend to 

profile an abstract nominal as in lines 1,2,3,7,9, and 10. Furthermore, 

there is a tendency for the nominal to be a two-word construction rather 

than a single noun. For example, new predatory sexual assault charges, 

assault and charges elaborate the nominal slot together as a complex 

nominal. This is seen in lines 3,4,5,6,7,8,10. To illustrate, the complex 

profile imposed by three adjectives entails a complex nominal (two or 

more nouns) to contain this complex profiling relation. This nominal also 
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tends to be an abstract nominal because abstract nominals have more 

conceptual semantic content as opposed to simple concrete objects. 

 

     The second structure is when the attributive adjective new is joined 

with another adjective by the conjunction and as in the fifth example in 

table 1(new and improved version). The two conjuncts (the two 

adjectives) are said to be conjoined by the relator; they form two 

coexisting profiles that participate equally in profiling the nominal TR. In 

5, the skeletal schematic representation of this prototype is illustrated. 

The lines (4) show this schema in context: 

(4) [[ ADJ and [ADJ+ NML]] 

 

Concordance lines 4 

Random lines of the schema [[ new [and] [ADJ] {NML}]] 

 
     The lines show the schematic construction (5) as being realized in 

lexical constructions. Different adjectives fill in the third variable slot 

after the schematic relator and whereas the nominal TR slot is realized 

progressively by various nominals. It is noticed that the second adjectival 

slot tends to be an adjective extended by a schematic stem (like -er, -ive, 

etc.) in 14 lines out of 15, which is a category changing stem. Some of 

such extended adjectives are in the comparative form as in lines 1,2, and 

15. 

     The following frequent construction table 2 represents the predicative 

use of new with 60,436 occurrences in the corpus as described in the table 

below: 
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Table 2  

Seria

l  

Constructio

n 

Frequenc

y  

Constructional 

Schema 

Schem

a F 

category 

prototype 

 1 I am new  1149 
[{NML}{be}new]]

  
 60,436 [NML + Be + A]  

     In the constructional schema, the nominal slot is variable as similar to 

the open slot of the stative process be. The nominal slot is realized by the 

first-person pronoun I so that the stative process is modified accordingly. 

This is followed by a fixed slot that is limited to the adjective new. The 

following lines illustrate the schema (6) in context: 

(5) [{NML}{be}new]]  

Concordance lines 5 

 
 

     In the lines, the schema is lexically realized by occurring lexical items. 

The nominal slot takes in different nominals and the following slot is 

modified according to the nominal. It is noticed that this construction 

tends to be preceded by the preposition to in 5 lines while it ends the 

close in two cases. Lines 2,3,6,9, and 10 reflect a schematic construction 

where new is followed by another nominal. This nominal could be a 

complex nominal or an atemporalized process; a process construed by 

summary scanning as in line 6; the atemporalized nominal farming is 

construed from the process verb to farm by summary scanning fashion. 

When it occurs in the TR position, the TR is thus independent from any 

semantic role as in line 7. However, it here profiles an abstract setting as 

a grammatical role to shift the focal prominence to the predicative part of 

the construction. As a result, the adjective in such a construction gains the 

primary focus while the nominal is demoted.  

 

Analysis of the most frequent Arabic adjective  

     The Arabic TenTen corpus shows that the most frequent adjective is 

 .which has a total frequency of 1,349,730 occurrences in the corpus (العام)

It maps its TR into a conceptual domain of a broader set of 
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characteristics. Moreover, this domain could indicate inclusiveness or a 

lack of specificity. This adjective tends to occur with the noun (الامين) in 

54,527 in which it modifies a conceptually autonomous nominal. The 

following table illustrates it in detail.   

 

Table 3 

Analysis of the adjective (العام) 

Note: NML= nominal; ADJ= adjective; be= verb to be; [] = fixed slots; 

{} =open slots; SS = schematic stem; GR = Grounding elements. 

 

     The adjective   العامprecedes its TR  and depends on it as a conceptually 

dependent structure. Both items are grounded by the defining grounding 

element (ال). The trajector e-site is filled in by the nominal )الأمين( which 

supports the dependency of the relational adjective. The nominal in this 

case is the profile determinant of the construction at this level of 

organization.  

 

    Construction 2 in the table shows the same relational adjective 

occurring with another nominal. Similar to the defining grounding 

element, both the adjective and the nominal are suffixed by the 

feminizing schematic stem (ة). The feminizing elements are highly 

schematic substructures that play grammatical and organizational roles at 

the schematic level. When the nominal is a feminine, all the modifying 

adjectives have to be attached by the feminizing schematic stem. At the 

conceptual level, when the first slot is recognized as a feminine, the 

following schematic slots of adjectives are automatically attached with 

the relevant schematic feminizing substructure. The third construction 

follows the same pattern as the first one.  

Category prototype Schema 

F 

Constructional Schema Freq  Construction 

 

ser 

 

[ADJ+NML] 

 

934,421 

 

[[SSعامGR] {NML}] 

 1 الأمين العام  54527

 2 الهيئة العامة 29757

 3 الرأي العام  25,854 

[ADJ +ADJ 

+NML] 

23,941 [[{NML-

 [{NML}{GRعامSS}[ل

 

 4 الأمين العام للأمم   8592

[ADJ 

+ADJ+NML] 

10,551 [[{ADJ} [ SSعامGR] [NML]] 3134 العام  الأمين 

 المساعد

5 
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     The constructional schema responsible for building these constructions 

has a first open nominal slot which is the TR e-site. The second slot is 

fixed to the adjective (العام). The open slot attracts different nouns to 

progressively build further structures such as (الرأي العام), (الهيئة العامة), and 

العام)  etc. The table also shows that this abstract schema has ,(التعليم 

425,232 elaborations in the corpus.  

 

     Constructions 4 reflects another schematic representation when the 

first construction (الأمين العام) is followed by an atemporal relation realized 

by the preposition (ل). As a result, the profile determinacy is shifted to the 

preposition. The construction (الأمين العام) elaborates the TR e-site whereas 

the nominal (الأمم) elaborates the LM of the atemporal relation; the 

schematic representation of which is represented in (6). 

(6) [[LM الأمم] [AT ل] [TR ال( أمين العام( ]GR] 

Concordance lines (6) 

 
     The lines show the schema (6) elaborated in concordance lines. 

Various nominals are elaborating the open nominal slots as the schema 

modifies the adjective with the relevant gender and number stems that 

correspond with the number and gender of the nominal. The first line 

shows the construction as a part of a larger nominal construction as it is 

preceded by an atemporalized process (تضليل) evoked by summary 

scanning from the verbal process (يضلل). In line 2, the nominal 

construction (الإدارة العامة) is preceded by (ان) that changed the case of the 

topic to an accusative case, but the predicate remains in the nominative 

case.  

 

     In general, the analyzed adjective is an instance of the central category 

prototype described in the table. Line 2 shows the prototypes in two 

similar divisions related by a preposition (المدني للدفاع  العامة   This .(الإدارة 

reflects a more general and abstract schema (7) where two constructions 

of a noun and an adjective are related by a relation of a preposition. This 

schema is found to have 1,269,070 instances in the corpus as clarified in 

the following lines. 
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(7) [[{Adj}{NML}] [ATP] [{ADJ} {NML}]] 

Concordance lines (7) 

 
     The lines show the schematic construction in lexical realization. Two 

instances of the central prototypes are related by various relations of 

Arabic prepositions. Line 6 shows a complex nominal (القاهرة  (سماء 

elaborating the first nominal slot in schema (7). Line 7 shows another 

adjective as being related with the construction by the schematic relator 

of option (او) in a larger integration of a nominal construction.  

     The construction ( المساعد العام   number 4 in table 3, mirrors (الأمين 

another schema when two relational adjectives participate in profiling the 

nominal (الامين). Typically, the three items, the noun and the two 

adjectives, are grounded by the defining schematic element (ال) as 

described in (8). At this level of organization, the nominal (الامين) is still 

the profile determinant as the whole construction designates it.  

(8) [[{Adj} {Adj} {NML} GR] 

Concordance lines (8) 

 
     In the above concordance lines, the schematic structure (8) is realized 

in context. In most cases, the construction is grounded by the defining 

grounding element which, in turn, is applied to the two adjectives. The 

adjective and the nominal in all cases show close adjacency as they 

constitute an independent frequent unit such as (  الراي العام, المدير العام, الشأن

,العام الجلسة العامة  ). The second relation of an adjective then profiles the two-

word nominal construction that stands at a lower level of organization. 
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Results and Discussion: 

       The analysis reveals that adjective constructions are governed by a 

central high-level category prototype that categories a tremendous 

number of expressions. This central category prototype ([ADJ] [NML]) is 

highly schematic in that it lies in the background in order to allow rapid 

categorization for other occurring expressions. All the attributive forms of 

adjectives such as new government, new book, new report are categorized 

by this central structure. This central prototype underlies as high as 

72,356,415 category member structures in the English corpus. Therefore, 

all its family members instantiate the same schematic description that 

summarizes their common features. The following figure details the 

different instances of the central prototype.  

Figure 1  

Model network for English elaborations for constructions of adjective 

(normal replication)  

 
    As indicated in the figure, the central prototype divides itself into 

identical divisions to have the configurational system attached to them 

with the relevant connectors. All the structures in the figure are just 

instances of the central prototype that there is no deviation from 

characteristics of the parental prototype in any one of its instances. The 

schema in the middle [[ADJ+NML] [P] [ADJ+NML]] is a combination of 

two identical constructions connected by a relation of a preposition with 

as high as 1,413,636 representations in the corpus. On the left, two 

similar structures are related by a conjunction with 494,149 instances in 

the corpus. On the right, however, two similar constructions are joined by 

the atemporalized process be in the schema [[ADJ+NML] [Be] 
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[ADG+NML]]. The relation made by be has a grounding function that 

determines the tense and aspect of the clause.  

     Nevertheless, some structures divert from the central prototype 

because of some conflict from the categorised structure with the 

categorising one which results in a distorted structure. This process of 

conflict is driven by some cognitive and interactional demands. The 

following figure details the extended structures from the central 

prototype . 

Figure 2 

Model network for English extensions for constructions of adjective 

(altered replication) 

 
    The figure details the altered replication of the central prototype. 

During categorization, some characteristics of the categorized structure 

conflicted with the categorizing structure which resulted in a novel 

distorted structure (extension). The dotted arrows refer to processes of 

extensions while the normal arrows indicate instances or elaborations of 

schemas. The typicality of adjacency placed by the central prototype is 

represented by square brackets where adjectives are limited to follow 

their nominal trajector. In the second icon in the middle, the adoptive 

extension [[ADJ [ADJ+NML] shows an adjective as being adopted to 

precede the central prototype by the mental function of adoption.  

 

     Likewise, the construction [[ADJ+ conj [ADJ+NML]] is extended 

when a conjunction intervenes between two adjectives to connect them to 

each other. This construction is regarded as an adoptive extension 

because it is extended from the previous structure [ ADJ+ADJ+ NML] by 

the metal operation of adoption. In this operation, a schematic relator [ 

Conj] is adopted to establish a conceptual relation between the first 

adjective and the central prototype. Although this construction is 
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extended from the basic prototype, it established itself as a high-level 

schematic prototype by means of frequency and use. 

 

     The following coextension [[ADJ+ADJ [ADJ+NML]] shows two 

cognitive operations: the reduction of the conjunction and the adoption of 

another adjective. Hence, the coextension is a result of a complex 

operation of an adoption and reduction. As illustrated in the example (1), 

the lexical items elaborating the central prototype slots (prime minister) 

retain special correspondence between one another, a unit status, whereas 

the two other adjectives overlap differently with the whole unit.  

(1) The new elected prime minister. 

 

     On the left, the diagram shows the predicative use of adjective in two 

different structures. In the first construction [[NML+ BE+ [ADJ+NML], 

the central prototype is still able to impose its typicality of adjacency on 

the adoptive extension although the construction as a whole is atypical to 

the central category prototype. An instance of this construction is shown 

in (2) in which the frequency and use was not adequate to affect the 

typicality imposed by the central prototype.  

(2) The deal is a new deal.   

 

     In order to avoid the redundancy represented by the repetition of the 

same noun in construction (2), the cognitive system used the function of 

reduction to reduce the last nominal deal so as to finally produce the 

predicative form of adjective constructions (the deal is new). This 

demonstrates that the predicative form of adjectives was schematized by 

extending it from the central prototype in what is called an extension of 

magnification. This extension is meant to confer the primary focal 

prominence to the adjective at the expense of the nominal, which is given 

the secondary focal prominence.  

     Similar to the English corpus, the analysis of Arabic Ten Ten corpus 

reflects that construction of adjectives are governed by the same category 

prototype taking into consideration the production directionality. 

Following the same cognitive activity, the parental replicator is divided 

into identical copies as the cognitive configurational system works to 

relate those divisions by different schematic connectors.  
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Figure 3 

Partial network for Arabic elaborations (normal replication).  

 
     As indicated in the diagram, the parental prototype is split into 

identical skeletal structures. The solid lines connecting the constructions 

indicate that they are instances of the central prototype. On the right of 

the diagram, two instances of the prototype are connected by an Arabic 

pronoun. In the middle, prepositions intervene to relate the two copies by 

a schematic relation while conjunctions work to conjoin them on the left 

of the diagram.    

 

     By way of illustration, the central prototype in both languages is the 

same, but this prototype is stored in the brain in a pre-linguistic form to 

be construed either in Arabic or English. When construed in Arabic, the 

cognitive function of conversion works to convert the order of production 

while the cognitive configurational system works to equip the Arabic 

schema with the relevant grounding and schematic stems. 

Figure 4 

Partial network for Arabic extensions (altered replication) 
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     The figure illustrates the schematic structures extended from the 

central prototype [ ADJ+N]. The boxes are related by categorizing 

relationships. The dotted lines connect extended structures to their 

categorizing ones while solid lines relate lexical structures to their 

conceptual motivating schemas.  

 

     The first adoptive extension [ADJ+[ADJ+NML]] is formed by 

adopting a substructure after a conflict between the categorizing structure 

and the categorized one. However, the central prototype retains its 

typicality in the resultant structure as represented in square brackets.  In 

the second structure [ADJ+ and [ADJ+NML]], conjunction intervenes 

between the two adjectives to connect them to each. A schematic relator 

(conjunction) is adopted because of a cognitive demand to establish a 

conceptual semantic relation between the two adjectives. Although this 

construction is extended from the basic prototype, it established itself as a 

high-level schematic structure by means of frequency and use. The last 

construction is a coextension as one substructure is reduced and another 

structure is adopted. The basic prototype still retains its typicality in the 

novel structure. There was a cognitive semantic demand to adopt another 

adjective so as to participate in profiling the nominal in a complex 

relation of profiling.  

 

     Overall, the predominant cognitive function involved in the production 

of adjective constructions is the cognitive function of reduction. This 

corresponds with the mental capacity of cognitive economy that aims at 

minimizing cognitive effort and maximizing production.  

     Moreover, Component conceptions (meanings) are stored in a form of 

raw data that can be construed in Arabic or English. This indicates that 

lexical adjectives in both languages evoke the same conceptual content. 

By way of illustration, there is only one semantic content of NEW stored 

as a pre-linguistic raw data. This content could be construed to either 

Arabic or English by a bilingual speaker. 

 

Typicality effect  

     The results of the study reveal that every syntactic category is 

governed by a single parental prototype that later evolves into different 

various forms. This parental structure holds its family members by tight 

restrictions of typicality. The analysis reflects three types of typicality 

placed by the central prototype of adjective constructions: the typicality 

of adjacency, the typicality of agreement, and the typicality of unit status . 
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   A typical feature of adjective constructions is the adjacency of 

adjectives and nouns. The adjective follows its nominal TR without any 

intervening items. This tight typicality is imposed by the central category 

prototype that involuntarily operates the integration of all adjectives.  

 

     The central prototype also places a strong typicality of unit status at 

lower-level constructions which are direct instances of the central 

prototype. For example, in former vice foreign minister, the lower-level 

construction foreign minister is characterized by special schematic and 

semantic corresponds because it is used individually in the corpus with a 

high level of frequency. The same applies to the Arabic corpus; ( منيأوفد   ) 

has a close correspondence between its components in the longer 

construction ( مني أمريكي كبيرأوفد  ).  

 

     Furthermore, the typicality of agreement limits the Arabic adjective to 

agree with its nominal TR in terms of gender, number, and case. As 

shown in figure 4, the extensions are strictly controlled by its parental 

prototype. The only diversion from the parental structure in Arabic occurs 

in the predicative form when the adjective disagrees with its TR in terms 

of grounding. However, English adjectives show more flexibility in 

disagreeing with its central prototype motivated by a high degree of 

language use. The English adjective could violate all types of typicality 

placed by the central prototype in the predicative form; a quality that 

enabled English adjectives to achieve full conceptual autonomy from its 

nominal TR.  

 

Class schema of adjectives in Arabic and English 

     The attenuated typicality of adjacency in the English predicative form 

enabled the English adjective to achieve a state of conceptual autonomy 

from its nominal TR. This, in turn, allowed the syntactic category of 

adjectives to entrench itself as a major class schema (major word class) in 

English. In Arabic, however, frequency and language use are not 

adequate to diminish the tight typicality of adjacency placed by the 

central prototype. The Arabic adjective is highly dependent on its TR at 

the conceptual level and is limited to agree with it in terms of grounding, 

number, case and gender. Hence, the Arabic adjective is not sanctioned to 

establish itself as a major class schema. Since the tightness of the 

typicality effect is proportional to frequency, the standard Arabic 

language requires more frequency and language interaction for its 

predicative form to evolve and extend to further different atypical forms. 
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Conclusion  

     The results of the study demonstrate that the production of adjective 

constructions in both Arabic and English is governed not only by the 

same cognitive functions but also by the same central category prototype. 

However, this prototype is stored in a prelinguistic form and can then be 

construed to English or Arabic. There is also a similarity between the 

employment of constructional schemas to build patterned constructions in 

both languages. The human brain adopts the same pattern of deducing 

constructional schemas from frequent constructions and employing them 

in building interconnecting structures. This mechanism is universal in the 

sense that all languages are processed in this way of abstraction. 

However, frequency and language use have a great role to play in 

sanctioning or inhibiting certain aspects of these conceptual patterns of 

schemas. 
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